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How to
read your

Bible better 

1. “It’s difficult to expect the same fruit of the Early Church when we value a book they didn’t
have above the Spirit that they did have.” (Bill Johnson). Do you agree with this quote? Why?
Discuss some ways that Christians might, in practice, appear to value the Bible over a
relationship with God.

2. Discuss your thoughts on this statement: “God is not a genie in a lamp where, if we quote
the right scripture with enough faith, He’ll run and do our bidding.”

3. Discuss your thoughts on this statement: “I don’t trust God will act on my behalf because
I’ve found a scripture to prove it. I trust God to act on my behalf because I’ve taken the time to
get to know who He is, and I use scripture to help me find language to express what I already
believe about the nature and character of God, or to help me remember if I’ve momentarily
forgotten.”



4. Discuss you thoughts on this statement from Scott Saul’s book ‘The Gentle Answer:
”Perceived by many as hypocritical, and fixated on attacking the specks in others’ eyes while
ignoring the planks in our own, it’s no wonder that Christians, especially younger ones, have
become disenchanted with the idea of sharing their faith. For who among them would want to
publicly associate with a movement that seems characterised more by judgment and scorn
than by grace and love?”

5. Here is a 2 minute clip from the 2004 movie called SAVED? It’s the scene where a high
school girl named Hilary Faye (played by Mandy Moore)—known for being the school’s most
religiously devout student, and the principal’s favorite—scolds another girl, Mary, who is
struggling with doubting her faith, losing her virginity, and an unplanned pregnancy:

https://youtu.be/1EJbRMp_Nyo

The Bible is not a weapon… Well it certainly IS a weapon we use for spiritual warfare against
the devil BUT it shouldn’t be used as a weapon against people. 
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a. Do you agree that the lens through which we read and apply scripture can end up hurting
more than helping, causing people to run from God rather than turn towards Him, making us
come across as narrow-minded, judgmental, holier-than-thou, uncompassionate, lacking
humility, approachability, and empathy? 

b. What can we do to help us make sure the the way we read scripture does not ignite hurt
rather than healing upon the bodies, hearts, and souls of other people?

6. How do you feel about having people, who’s lifestyles are quite obviously contrary to
scripture, part of our church family?

7. Do you have faith that our homes and church building will increasingly become places of
refuge and safety, and beacons of hope and love and acceptance to those who are yet-to-
believe? Spend some time praying together for our church community, that we would continue
to grow in our knowledge of God, come alive in His presence, and become those who bring life
to the environments we’re a part of, and release hope into hurting humanity. 
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